
 
New Items - October 2021

 
FICTION 

Click on book cover or titles to see if book is available. 
Sign into your library card account - CLICK HERE 

Please call or email if you would like an assistant to put it on hold for you. 

Call: 608-759-2665       Email: circ@bentonpubliclibrary.com
The long call 
by Ann Cleeves  

When a man with a significant tattoo is found murdered in North
Devon, Detective Matthew Venn is forced to return to the strict
evangelical community of his childhood to uncover deadly secrets. By
the award-winning author of Raven Black.

The heron's cry 
by Ann Cleeves  

While looking into the murder of Dr. Nigel Yeo, who was investigating
the suicide of a young man who was a member of chilling online group,
Detective Matthew Venn, as the body count rises, must wade through
the lies at the heart of his community. 150,000 first printing.

The beginning 
by Beverly Lewis  

With her Amish life in Lancaster Country shaped by events beyond her
control, 22-year-old Susie Mast faces the possibility of even more loss
as she deals with family secrets and missed opportunities—and her love
for a man who only sees her as a friend.
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The wish 
by Nicholas Sparks  

A successful travel photographer, Maggie Dawes, struggling to come to
terms with a sobering medical diagnosis, is unexpectedly grounded over
Christmas with her young assistant and begins to tell him the story of
the love that set her on a course she never could have imagined.
1,500,000 first printing.

Santa cruise : A Festive and Fun Holiday Story 
by Fern Michaels  

Reuniting for a state-of-the art cruise during the holidays– one with
hundreds of eligible men, four best friends cheer each other on through
speed-dating events and shore excursions, but soon discover things not
going as planned as they set sail on surprising new adventures..

Radar girls 
by Sara Ackerman  

Inspired by the real women of the Women’s Air Raid Defense, this
extraordinary novel follows Daisy Wilder as she, after the attack on
Pearl Harbor, enlists in a top secret program, which takes her to
wartime Hawaii where she finds love, courage, strength and sisterhood.
Original. 100,000 first printing.

The singing trees : a novel 
by Boo Walker  

"Maine, 1969. After losing her parents in a car accident, aspiring artist
Annalisa Mancuso lives with her grandmother and their large Italian
family in the stifling factory town of Payton Mills. Inspired by her
mother, whose own artistic dreams disappeared in a damaged marriage,
Annalisa is dedicated only to painting. Closed off to love, and driven as
much by her innate talent as she is the disillusionment of her past,
Annalisa just wants to come into her own. The first step is leaving
Payton Mills and everything it represents. The next, the inspiring
opportunities in the city of Portland and a thriving New England art
scene where Annalisa hopes to find her voice. But she meets Thomas,
an Ivy League student whose attentions--and troubled family--upend
her pursuits in ways she never imagined possible. As their relationship
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deepens, Annalisa must balance her dreams against an unexpected
love. Until the unraveling of an unforgivable lie. For Annalisa, opening
herself up to life and to love is a risk. It might also be the chance she
needs to finally become the person and the artist she's meant to be"

Down range : a novel 
by Taylor Moore  

An elite, undercover DEA officer helps out a formerly-peaceful ranching
community in Texas who are under assault by a group of criminals
controlled by a rich, entitled businessmen with ties to law enforcement
and local businesses. 100,000 first printing.

Foul play 
by Stuart Woods  

Stone Barrington uncovers a complicated scheme when he learns that a
new client is in danger and putting his business and the safety of New
York in jeopardy in the latest novel of the series following Class Act

Love's dwelling 
by Kelly Irvin  

"The first in a new Amish romance series set in Kansas, Love's Dwelling
reminds us that family is more than what you are born into; it's who
you choose as well"

Beautiful world, where are you 
by Sally Rooney  

Four young people pair up, break up, have wild flirtations and worry
about their friendships and the world they live in while pondering their
eroding youth, in the new novel from the best-selling author of Normal
People. 500,000 first printing.
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Apples never fall : a novel 
by Liane Moriarty  

A family of tennis stars debate whether or not to report their mother as
missing because it would implicate their father in the new novel by the
New York Times best-selling author of Big Little Lies. 750,000 first
printing.

Our woman in Moscow : a novel 
by Beatriz Williams  

To save her sister, who, along with her American diplomat husband and
children, is trapped behind the Iron Curtain, Ruth Macallister embarks
on a dangerous mission, and as the sisters race toward safety, a dogged
Soviet agent forces them to make a heartbreaking choice. 100,000 first
printing.

Harlem shuffle 
by Colson Whitehead  

A furniture salesman in 1960s Harlem becomes a fence for shady cops,
local gangsters and low-life pornographers after his cousin involves him
in a failed heist, in the new novel from the two-time Pulitzer Prize-
winning author of The Underground Railroad.

The last Mona Lisa : a novel 
by Jonathan Santlofer  
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Explores the 1911 theft and the present-day underbelly of the art
world, in a book by a best-selling author whose own replications of
iconic art are highly sought.

Daughter of the morning star 
by Craig Johnson  

After a Native high school basketball star whose sister disappeared
begins receiving death threats, Tribal Police Chief Long, Absaroka
County Sheriff Walt Longmire and Henry Standing Bear investigate in
the latest novel of the series following Next to Last Stand.

The Storyteller of Casablanca 
by Fiona Valpy  

Book Annotation

The path to Sunshine Cove 
by RaeAnne Thayne  

The daughter of parents who died under traumatizing circumstances
reevaluates her life on the road when she unexpectedly falls in love
and reconnects with her sister, whose marriage has crumbled in the
wake of a devastating diagnosis. 150,000 first printing.

The guilt trip 
by Sandie Jones  
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While in Portugal for her brother-in-law’s wedding to Ali, who rubs
everyone wrong way, Rachel discovers something about Ali that changes
everything and threatens to unravel friendships and marriages in a
place where jumping to conclusions becomes the difference between
life and death. 100,000 first printing.

Sunflower sisters : a novel 
by Martha Hall Kelly  

Union nurse Georgeanna Woolsey, an ancestor of Caroline Ferriday,
travels with her sister to Gettysburg, where they cross paths with a
slave-turned-army conscript and her cruel plantation mistress. By the
best-selling author of Lilac Girls.

Nantucket News 
by Kelley, Pamela  

It's Spring on Nantucket and Charleston native, Taylor Abbott, has just
relocated to the island for her dream job as a junior news reporter at
the local paper.
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